Topi-CLICK® 35 DOSE ™ Filling Instructions

Read all information, specifications and instructions carefully before filling and dispensing Topi-CLICKs.

**STEP 1:**
Fill the Topi-CLICK® dispenser with the desired amount of topical formulations using a Topi-CLICK® Filling Station, a spatula, EMP jar, or nozzle.

**STEP 2:**
If needed while filling, stop periodically to tap the Topi-CLICK® on the palm of your hand, counter or Tap-n-CLICK™ to help settle the topical.

**STEP 3:**
Put the applicator pad (cap with a hole) on the top of the Topi-CLICK® container by aligning the inside key tabs with the slots on the top of the container tube and snap on.

**STEP 4:**
Prime the Topi-CLICK® by turning the base until topical is dispensed and wipe off topical.

Be sure to leave the base in the registered CLICK position by aligning the base column with the tube node: See Step 3 of the Healthcare Provider Use Instructions.

**STEP 5:**
Snap on the protective outer cap. (If the cap doesn’t fit tight, it’s an indication that the applicator pad in #3 is not “snapped” down all the way.)

**STEP 6:**
Apply center of label over the “REFILL” badge area. Apply clear tape over the graduated marks to protect rub off from oils or alcohol.

*Topi-CLICK® 35 DoseCheck™ initial start point should begin at the 30 mL graduated mark.*

For more information on dispensing amounts per CLICK see the Product Specification’s at DoseLogix.com. See Healthcare Provider User Instructions for information on how to apply topical medications using Topi-CLICK. Verify formulas and weight per volume as required for compounded prescription pharmaceuticals.
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